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Abstract
Finding the first full-time, major-related job is a challenge faced by most college students, particularly those who have not gained much working experience before entering the job market. This challenge is amplified for the students majoring in Information Technology (IT), and cybersecurity in particular, due to the constantly changing technology landscape, intensively competitive markets, and increasingly high expectations from employers on their recruits. While the job demand is high in these fields, it is still difficult for recent college graduates to enter the field. This study shows the initial results of a tool called e-RAP which allows the students to submit their current resumes, obtain automatic feedback and a rating report, and consequently take actions to strengthen their portfolio. The authors employ machine learning and natural language processing (NLP) to create a resume analysis and reporting tool. The methodology section provides an overview of the e-RAP analysis process, followed by elaborations on data curation, data collection, and analysis techniques. Several visual examples of the reports generated by e-RAP illustrate the value of the tool in helping enhance students’ resumes and eventually the skills areas they need to work on or highlight. A sample of more than 60 resumes were processed through e-RAP and the results were evaluated for potential resume improvements. The future direction includes systematic evaluation of the effectiveness of e-RAP and its impact on our student’s ability to get high-quality positions. Diving deeper into the various types of cybersecurity positions is also planned.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Getting that first job, even in a high-demand field such as cybersecurity, can be stressful for students. The 2018 McGraw-Hill Future Workforce Survey disclosed that only four in ten college students feel well-prepared for their careers (McGraw-Hill Education, 2018). According to the report, more than fifty percent of the students surveyed felt that they had not gained the substantial critical skills needed to transition to the workforce. For example, 57% of the students reported feeling a lack of problem-solving skills and 69% a lack of job searching
skills. This situation is amplified for the students majoring in Information Technology (IT), and cybersecurity in particular, due to the constantly changing technology landscape, intensively competitive markets, and increasingly high expectations from employers on their recruits: a broad range of specific technical skills, business domain expertise, and highly-refined soft skills. One of the recent cybersecurity workforce study shows that the global shortage of cybersecurity professionals reaches a worrisome number at 2.93 million ((ISC)², 2018, October 17). Sixty-three percent of organizations surveyed reported that their organizations have a shortage of dedicated cybersecurity workers and 36% of respondents rank the skills gap as their top job concern. The latest data further indicates that global cybersecurity workforce needs to grow by 145% to meet the demand for skilled cybersecurity talent and the U.S. market specifically requires an increase of 62% to better defend their organizations ((ISC)², 2019, November 7).

To close the skills gap, different stakeholders including business leaders, government agencies, and policymakers have proposed and experimented with a variety of workforce readiness initiatives and programs. For instance, some companies have developed their own talent pipeline program as the remedy (U.S. Chamber of Commerce Foundation: Center for Education and Workforce, 2014). Another example is the Department of Labor’s Registered Apprenticeship Program(https://www.doleta.gov/OA/apprenticeship.cfm), which aims to connect individuals with careers from an early age. Labor-market intermediaries such as employment agencies, employer relationships with technical colleges or other institutions, and employer-provided training are some other initiatives proposed to bridge the gap between supply and demand (Weaver, 2017, August 25). However, most of those initiatives are not subject- or program-specific, require highly motivated personnel from all the involved parties, and have a lack of incentives and visibility. Therefore, those initiatives may not be scalable or sustainable in the long run.

On the other hand, higher education educators and administrators have been tackling these challenges from a different aspect, focusing on academic program renovation and resource realignment (College for Every Student (CFES), 2016; Forshaw et al., 2016). For instance, workforce readiness could be improved through more well-designed and well-planned internships, more guidance for career preparation, and better access to preparation tools (Hanover Research, 2016). Some universities have implemented connected curriculum or programs as a strategic framework to foster student research and internship opportunities as well as enrich the curriculum and student experiences (Fung, 2017). Another study uses a data-driven approach to reflect on the gaps and overlaps between the curriculum and skillsets in latest job postings (Green, Liu, & Murphy, 2019). To address the concern of the conspicuously low number of women professionals in the cybersecurity workforce (Frost & Sullivan, 2015, 2017), some educators have engaged in broadening the participation by females and preparing female students for the cybersecurity career (Liu & Murphy, 2016).

The authors have adapted multiple frameworks and best practices based on the above literature. According to the program outcome assessments, a series of job readiness activities embedded in the curriculum and extended over extracurricular have received generally positive feedback from the students. However, quite a few students, especially those who have limited working experiences in the IT and cybersecurity fields, expressed pressing needs to have faculty review their resumes and provide subject matter related suggestions.

Our prior study proposed an innovative as well as systematic approach- an Electronic Resume Analyzer Portal (e-RAP) to analyze students’ resume, evaluate them based on job postings, and generate reports with ratings and suggestions on specific skill area(s) the students could or should work on. This tool is designed to complement the ongoing workforce readiness programs and initiatives in the authors’ department and strengthen the students’ portfolio and career readiness in the long run. We will provide a background introduction on the extant resume checking and enhancing tools in the market, followed by a brief overview of the unique approaches the e-RAP employs. An initial evaluation of the e-RAP was conducted by running analyses on 62 resumes gathered from our IT seniors. The results generated were examined and assessed for future improvement.

2. BACKGROUND

While there is a talent shortage in the IT field, particularly in cybersecurity, organizations receive many applications for each position advertised that come from a variety of sources such as job portals, company web sites, and
emails. It is no longer practical for these applications to be screened manually by most human resources departments or hiring managers. Consequently, automated resume scanning tools, also called automated tracking systems, are commonplace, many using natural language processing (NLP) techniques to screen resumes as a first pass in the hiring process. In fact, this is not a new practice. Back in 2012, the Wall Street Journal reported that resume screening software was being used by around 90% of companies and it would be exceptionally rare to find a Fortune 500 company not using these systems (Weber, 2012). It is estimated that around 75% of resumes received by a company are never looked at by a human being (Bell, 2018).

Many of these automated tracking systems focus on the keywords in the position description and look for the exact same word in the applicant’s resume. In the IT field, however, these words are constantly changing, whether it be new technologies such as DevSecOps or low code; new terms such as scripting or front-end/back-end developer; or new job descriptions such as data engineer or cyber threat hunter. In addition, there is little consistency between companies in how they describe the position requirements. For example, one may say Linux, others may be very specific about the Linux version, such as Ubuntu.

Currently many students who submit their resumes to job vacancies advertised on job sites such as Indeed simply do not get any response as their resumes are filtered out by the automated tracking system. Career service centers may help students strengthen their resumes in terms of format, language use, and human resource concerns, but their staff are less likely to answer questions as for what technical skills should be highlighted or which industry certification should be added to make the resumes stand out or match recruiters’ criteria. Faculty members may review a student’s resume and provide feedback and suggestions on enhancing his or her resume from the subject matter aspect, however, today’s students are often reluctant to ask for help (Lammers, 2017). At our institution, we have developed various avenues to help the students prepare for the workplace as discussed in the introduction section. Although helpful for the students, these techniques are often not responsive enough to the students who want immediate responses and expect technology to help them get the answer.

So, we set about developing an automated tool that could help students help themselves and focus their resumes on specific aspects of their job search, based on what employers, and their automated tools, are looking for. It is based on using machine learning from a bank of advertised job positions in certain job categories, learning what and how these job skills are being described by the various organizations, and then matching the contents of a student’s resume against them. A visual report of the analysis shows these results for the top job categories related to the student’s resume, indicating how weighted the resume is towards each of these job categories.

The range of jobs selected for the study reflects both the focus of their education (such as cybersecurity) but also the background of many of our student population who are career changers or whose background experience is in jobs such as a camp counselor. Showing the weight of these factors is designed to help them focus on their intended career and to enhance their resume to reflect that, so increasing their ability to qualify for an interview for that first job.

3. METHODOLOGY

Overview
The overall process is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1 - The e-RAP Analysis Process](https://isedj.org/; http://iscap.info)
and ‘Biologist’. The final set was more reflective of the non-technical job experience that students may have had in high school and college such as ‘Counselor’ and ‘Editor’. This initial set of job categories can be easily modified as the effectiveness of e-RAP is evaluated.

One thousand jobs per job category described above were harvested from Indeed.com (www.indeed.com). Indeed was the initial job board selected based on student’s use and the fact that Indeed extracts postings from many job boards, company career sites, associations, and other sources of job postings. The job search was restricted to entry-level jobs in the local area to mirror the expected search criteria that the student would use in looking for an internship or a first job.

Next, the key topics and job skills were automatically extracted for each job category based on the job descriptions, eliminating terms that are common in all job description (e.g., EEO compliance). The initial extraction was based largely on single-word identification (e.g., data) with some compound words based on associations (e.g., quality assurance).

The text of each student’s resume was then scraped and compared against these key topics and skills. A visual report of the analysis of the student’s resume was produced showing the top 5 job categories represented in the resume. These 5 job categories are displayed on a percentage basis, indicating how weighted the resume is towards each of the job categories. It allows the student to see visually what job categories are most represented in their resume, whether that was their intended job focus or not. For each job category, a competency rating (expert level gets 5 stars and layman level gets 1) is displayed. Further, the report suggests 5 terms that are currently not in the resume that would bolster its relevance for that topic. For example, in a description of courses taken or projects conducted.

Data Curation
To create e-RAP we required two datasets, a set of current jobs and a set of resumes. To harvest current jobs, we created a web scraper for the job site Indeed.com. This scraper was programmed to take 3 parameters: a job category, a location, and a job expertise level. The output of the scraper was a job file with only the text from the relevant results. Each line of the file was a complete job description. We additionally cleaned the data by removing all HTML and JavaScript code automatically.

For this study, we restricted the search to jobs in the DC metro area and entry-level jobs only. This is the job profile for most of our undergraduate students as they graduate. For instance, our scraper created the file cybersecurity.txt by pulling the first 100 pages of a search for select parameters such as Entry Level Jobs in Washington DC for ‘cybersecurity’, capturing 1,000 jobs. Results for each job category scrape was then saved for analysis.

In order to compare these jobs with our student population, we collected an initial set of about one hundred undergraduate student resumes. A data extraction tool was programmed to extract any text in the resume as long as it was a .doc, .docx, or .pdf file. In cases where the student turned in a different format, we converted it to a pdf via a pdf printer.

Data Cleaning
Most job postings on Indeed.com contain basic boilerplate sentences for human resource language and basic company introductions. Generally speaking, this type of information is not of interest to our resume analysis. While a student might care about 401k and paid time off, e-RAP removes such language so that we can focus on attributes of the job posting that may translate well to a resume. To remove these terms from our evaluation, we hand-curated a list of 300+ common employment terms. In addition to human resource language, frequent words (the, is to, a, an) are not particularly useful for our analysis. These words are often called “stop words” and these stop lists come with many NLP kits. We removed all stop words from the job postings using NLTK’s stop word list for English (https://www.nltk.org/). This same process was performed for the students’ resumes.

After both the stop words and the employment terms were removed, we had a list of terms that mostly relate to job skills needed to fill the position. Our hypothesis is that these are the words useful for evaluation of a resume, and also would be positively reviewed by the automated tracking system if students included them to their resume.

Analysis Techniques
To compare a resume to a job posting, we created a process that would rank the relevancy of each job skill to a specific field. To do this, first we extracted the key terms. We conducted this extraction automatically using the common information retrieval technique of term
frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf). Tf-idf ranks the importance of a term to a document compared to other documents (Wu et al, 2008). Since all job posting for a job category were stored in a singular file and each job category has its own file, this was a fairly straightforward task.

Having a value for each term, we could turn each document into a vector of values representing the terms in the document. To find out if a resume is similar to a job category, we took the cosine similarity measure between the industry vector and a tf-idf vector for the resume. If the cosine value is equal to 1, they are the same document, if the cosine value is 0, the documents share no terms in common. (Tata and Patel, 2007). We compared a resume against each field tf-idf vector and reported the top 5 fields by similarity. These scores allowed us to show the distribution of the student’s resume. For example, the top 5 job categories for a student’s resume may be: Cybersecurity, Data Scientist, Natural Language Processing, Software Engineer, and IT Support. We went a step further and told the user the distribution such as 70% Cybersecurity, 20% Data Scientist, 5% Natural Language Processing, 4% Software Engineer, and 1% IT Support.

The student’s weighted distribution will always equal 100% but just because 70% of the student’s resume is focused toward a field does not make the student qualified. To provide this additional information we also give a star rating 1-5 based on how high the particular job similarity is to their resume. This helps adjust for situations that often happen in undergraduate programs where the student’s main experience is still in high school level jobs, so while they focus on one job area, they do not have the coverage in that job area to be considered qualified.

The final part of our analysis gives suggestions for how to improve the resume. This is simply the top 5 terms for a given job category per tf-idf score that is not currently in the student’s resume. This allows the student to make iterative changes to their resume and see the overall effect on our analysis. For example, if they see data, they can think back to their database class, reflecting on the tools that they used and any related project work.

4. INITIAL RESULTS

In this section, we illustrate the e-RAP results with three examples of the visual report produced and given to the student. In Figure 2, we first illustrate a student whose resume is very broad.

![Figure 2: e-RAP Results for a Typical Early Undergraduate IT/Cybersecurity Student (see appendix)](image-url)

In this example, the resume text is split across 5 areas fairly evenly, but the student is not an expert in any of them. This tells us that the student mentioned a few terms related to each job category but not specific enough to show any support for those skills.

In contrast, Figure 3 illustrates an IT student in the data science specialty that has some industry experience gained through a series of internships while in college.

![Figure 3 – e-RAP Results for an IT Student with Relevant Internship Experience (see appendix)](image-url)

We see the resume still shows five areas that are all applicable to the student but the star ranking shows their true expertise. The student gets 4 stars for Data Science and for NLP (a subdiscipline of Data Science). If this particular student was hoping to get into cybersecurity, however, the student could see the list in the bottom right and see that it might be helpful to add any experience that dealt with services, federal, analysis, clearance, and operations. We can run pre- and post-tests where students
update their resume based on the feedback report, submit to the e-RAP tool, for a second report, and compare the differences and changes.

Finally, Figure 4 illustrates an IT student in the networking and cybersecurity specialty that has some experience gained through a series of research projects and an internship while in college. Her job strengths are strong in cybersecurity and in the related fields of software engineering, IT support, and data science. While management analyst represents a high percentage, it is at a lower skill level. The suggested words (e.g. federal) reflect the jobs in our region with a high percentage of jobs in the federal sector, government and government contractors.

Figure 4 – e-RAP Results for an IT Student in the Networking and Cybersecurity Specialty (see appendix)

5. INITIAL EVALUATION

As an initial evaluation, we looked at how students can use e-RAP to tailor their resumes before the intense job application process at the end of their senior year. To prepare them for the job search, students in their senior year are required to take IT423, the IT Senior Seminar. The one-credit course is designed to ensure that graduating students are ready for the workplace. They prepare a senior portfolio, highlighting their knowledge, skills, and experience in their targeted IT field. We took each of the submitted resumes (62 in all) and classified them into three categories:

1. **Cybersecurity**, 42 students (68% of total) with specialties including networking and cybersecurity, applied cybersecurity, cloud computing and forensic computing.

2. **Software Engineering**, 7 students (11% of total) with specialties including computer science or data science

3. **General IT**, 13 students (21% of total) with specialties including information systems or applied IT.

Of the 62 students, only 6 (less than 10%) had an emphasis outside IT when their resumes were analyzed by e-RAP. This was largely due to the emphasis they had placed on their non-technical work experience: two in sales, two in counselling, and two as editors. Faculty will work with the 6 students and ensure they refer to technical content in courses and projects.

For the remainder, we looked at how the resume content related to their chosen specialty. In the cybersecurity category, one third of the students fell into the IT support field and are not sufficiently detailed about their cybersecurity knowledge. Review of these resumes shows that the students had no work experience to date in cybersecurity, and need to expand their coverage of cybersecurity courses and projects in their resume. Interestingly though, 3 students in the general IT category, had developed their resume to be predominantly cybersecurity.

This review demonstrated how we can build eRAP into the IT423 course to provide immediate feedback to the students. We will do this in the Spring 2020 semester and evaluate these results against the Fall 2019 results.

6. FUTURE WORK

To date, the analysis has been performed in the background, and faculty have reviewed the results. They are providing feedback to the system so that the e-RAP system can receive annotations on its analysis and thus improve the results. Once this has been concluded, a front-end will be developed so that the students can run the analysis themselves. Each time when they change their resume, the students would also obtain feedback provided by the e-RAP. Another future direction will be to delve into the individual cybersecurity jobs themselves as reflected in the NICE Cybersecurity Workforce Framework (Newhouse et al, 2017) and the Cyberseek cybersecurity pathways (https://www.cyberseek.org/pathway.html).

To our best knowledge, no such tool as e-RAP is made and employed in a university setting to help students sharpen their resumes from the skills angle. Some similar tools might exist in the
market, but most likely they are proprietary and not easy to access for college students. We will make it accessible to all of our IT and cybersecurity students. The ultimate goal is to extend this tool beyond these programs so that students from other programs can also access and have their resumes analyzed.

Finally, the authors recognize that they are in the early stages of success with this project. Even though an initial evaluation of e-RAP has been conducted and delineated in this paper, a more systematic and rigorous evaluation process to assess the effectiveness of the tool are under design and implementation. For example, we will have some human annotators rate the accuracy of the tool. We will also run a test where students look at the report generated by the e-RAP, change their resumes based on the suggestions, and run the e-RAP on the updated resume to generate a second report. We will have a review panel including our alumni working in the IT field or doctoral students with recruiting experiences to review pre- and post-versions of a student’s resume and assess if the changes would increase their chances of being recruited. The ultimate goal is to make the e-RAP a live, fully functional tool that each of our IT and cybersecurity students can submit their resumes anytime for real-time, reliable feedback on resume enhancement so as to increase the likelihood of getting a high paying first job in their field of choice.
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